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About This Game

Kindergarten is an abstract puzzle adventure game. You play as a student in a school that’s a bit…off. The teacher is trying to
get rid of her kids. the janitor is frequently seen cleaning up blood. The cafeteria is serving the same slop over and over again.

Kids are walking around with strange devices planted on them after visiting the principal, and one of your fellow classmates has
gone missing. It’s up to you to figure out what’s going on, because your life might depend on it.

Classic Kindergarten fun!

Take part in show and tell!
Play house with Cindy!
Get beat up by the school bully!
Talk to the weird kid!
Destroy school property!
Get poisoned!
Solve a missing person's case!

You know...all the things you did while you were in Kindergarten.
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Title: Kindergarten
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Con Man Games, SmashGames
Publisher:
SmashGames
Release Date: 15 Jun, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.6ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI Mobility Radeon 4200

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 150 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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insert a pun that only a gecko will get*. Ultimately a very simplistic and repetitive shmup that could use some more intentional
wave\/pattern design and really any features beyond bare bones shoot-em-up elements. Has the look and feel of a project that
was probably very educational for the developer, but a few projects or a lot of revision away from something worth buying.. The
decision to make you lose experience when dying is what made me stop playing the game. Why punish exploration? It doesnt
just take away the experience since the last save, but more! In a game where you are never told what to do, exploration should
be expected and not punished. It is hard but not in a "dark souls" way, just in a non justified way that destroys a good game in
my opinion. Normally, when i see a $0.99 indie game on Steam, my expectations are unsurprisingly low. Starting The Game,
however, is one of those short, sweet gems that I would recommend to anyone who would want to waste a half hour / hour with
a comical experience.
You can expect memes, references and bamboozlery with StG, so if that's not your thing then save your 99 Lincolns.

My only real complaint would be when the game crashed on the logo screen after the third time I booted up the game, causing
me to restart my computer. Not a big deal, I'm just noting that it happened.. I'll be totaly honest. Before I bought this I really
didn't know what to expect. I'd seen good reviews an such but I never realized how much I was going to enjoy this. The Game is
really really well done. The art work is great,the sounds are very well done as well. Those aren't even the best part.. The story
line is amazing an very gripping. But wiat, there is more... The freaking humor... OMG, if you can play this game with out
laughing at the jokes then there is seriously something wrong with you. I've dealt with several indie devs but I have to give tons
of credit to this one. 10/10 would buy again. Can't wait to try the rest of the games from this dev.
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I'm reviewing the early access version. Even though some planned features are not yet implemented already this looks and works
as fully finished product.

This game simulates diesel train operations in England around 60-ties, so one may expect left side driving with classic
semaphores. I don't really know English rail but it seems that everything is modeled as it should be. We have markings for speed
limits, yellow distant signals and red semaphores. Junctions work as intended so the signal shows which branch we are going to
take. Therefore the game is realistic, allowing for true hudless driving (as long as we know the route - where are the stations and
speed limits). This is amazing. Physics is good, the brakes are modeled very nicely - for example longer train will cause the
brake to respond with a lag. Sounds are nice. These old diesel trains have mechanical gearbox, so driving is a little more
challenging than with modern train - we need to switch gears like in a car. At this point my feeling is that the gearbox is not yet
fully modeled as it should be - we can make mistakes, like stopping with high gear or switching gears with power on and nothing
wrong happens. Hopefully this will be corrected with full game release. AI drivers are not scripted, they try to react to what they
actually see. It's really a good simulator for a hardcore simmer like me.

But even a total newbie to train driving will have a lot of fun. There is a simple mode in which we only operate
accelerate/decelerate buttons without taking care of the gearbox, throttle and brakes, so one can learn to feel the train first. But
even in the advanced mode we can use help of AI driver who will tell us which key to press to operate properly. Again it's not
scripted in any matter, this helper will try to react to the situation and tell us what to do. For example if we are going too fast, he
will tell us to apply a brake (and which key to use), when we slow down, he will tell us to release the brake. He will show us
when to change gears, where to stop, which button to press before departure to warn the passengers etc. This is absolutely
AMAZING feature, which will teach anyone to drive the train effectively.

Of course as most train simulators do we can use a little cheat - track monitor. It shows us incoming speed limits, stations and
signals, so we can react properly and play even if we don't know the route at all. We can also configure the track monitor to
show us the indication of the signal or only signal placement - in the latter we have to read the signals ourselves.

At the end of the journey we get a summary and a graph showing our real speed as a function of distance, compared to what we
were expected to have and to the speed limit. Another nice feature which helps us to improve. We also get a score depending on
speed limit compliance, timetable but also used fuel (energy). We get lower score for using different helpers (like track
monitor) which encourages us to learn more realistic driving.

For each route there is a whole day timetable, which is very nice. We can take any train we want and we will meet also other
trains from thetimetable while driving. There are no scripted scenarios. I'm not sure if there are random events, but it happened
to me that I had to wait under red signal and I also got a message from the dispatcher to tell me why I wait. We also have time
compression if we are bored with waiting.

As for the routes - apart from one demo route, there are two fully functional but fictional routes. They are pretty long, allowing
for over one hour of driving one way. They also have several branches so we are not forced just to drive forth and back. Still I
would like to see real life routes. It might be possible in the future. Also a route editor should arrive soon, allowing for user
made workshop routes.

Summarizing here - this is a great product. It really works well. I like the realism and many new ideas introduced to train
driving. One issue which is not really important to me, but might be important to other people is graphics. It might seem a little
sparse and not yet polished. It's not as beautiful as in some costly modern games. But remember that this is still early access
game so it might improve a lot in the future. For me personally it's not a flaw. I still play OMSI2 and don't really care about
graphics that much as long as I have realistic product which gives the feel of driving a real vehicle (and this one does). Again it's
not bad, but maybe just a little sparse in the details.

Highly recommended.. Do NOT get this game until the bugs are fixed!

The game plays almost like a mobile game. You reject\/accept certain types of "articles" (nature, sports, etc). There is a pile that
shows the accepted and rejected articles, along with a pile for your mistakes. The game supposedly allows for touch screen
controls, but I haven't tested this out. There are NO instructions on actual gameplay. It took me a little bit to even realize what I
had to do to pass a level (I beat the first day by pressing left and right arrows randomly). It doesn't even say which arrow button
means accept or reject. Sorry, we're on our own figuring this game out!
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Even if you're not an achievement hunter, you simply CAN'T continue on with the game with the bugs. I have replayed Day 6
mutiple times and have beaten the day. However, I can't play Day 7. So, I'm stuck on Day 6 forever.

I'd definitely pass on this game, even if it was free! As it is, it's definitely not worth the price tag, even on sale!. I got
enlightened by forest!
You better prepare pen and paper because there a lot of backtracking and no map.. an enjoyable experience. Three hours into
the game and it's starting to get annoying. Some puzzles are much too easy, some don't seem at all logical and some are just
tedious (the Skip button is becoming very useful), and basically you do stuff when you see there is something you can do,
whether or not you understand why you're doing it. Also, one hidden object scene instructed me to pick an item I need to return
to a gate when I had not even seen the gate in question yet. How are you supposed to pick the item? Clicking everything
randomly, of course. I suppose I'll play this through, bit by bit, but I'm not expecting it to get any better. I cannot recommend
this, so I'll have to vote No, although something in between would be more accurate.. Do you like building up a prison and
haven't played the prison tycoon 3? Then don't buy this nor the third one since nethier have a tutorial so good luck in trying to
play the game (Get prison architect instead save your money for that and a enjoy a more complex, better polished game which
also has better graphics.). This is why we trained so hard on the ranges of Grafenwoehr. Screw reforger they were to damn late!!
Battalion to brigade sized three dimesional RTS combined arms warfare (minus NBC) at its best! Very fast paced. Simnet at Ft
Knox would be proud to add this into their senarios. Late 80's to early 90's Nato vs Warsaw pact. All the major players are here
and they've brought all the goodies to rain destruction down on each other. Dont look away or you'll lose half of your force in a
blink of an eye.. unity template trash
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